
Dear Parents and Carers,

The children are definitely becoming more independent within the class. We have

begun whole class lessons where the children are all learning at the same time.

Some children will be doing hands on activities in relation to our learning, whilst they

are waiting for an adult to support them to complete their learning. You may have

noticed a new face on Monday. Mrs Spackman will be teaching the class every

Monday from now on. Mrs Robinson has been very kindly covering Mondays so far.

☺

English

In English this week we have continued with our learning based on the story ‘What

the Ladybird Heard’ by Julia Donaldson. We started off by finding out that thieves

Hefty Hugh and Lanky Len are heading back to the farm to try and capture the Fine

Prize Cow, after their first failed attempt. The children came up with their own ideas

of how they could catch the thieves. We role played these ideas and then wrote

some simple instruction explaining how we are going to catch them. The following

day we hadn’t heard that the thieves had stolen the cow yet so we decided to

make our own ‘Wanted Posters’ to put up around the school, just in case anyone

saw the thieves! We were thinking about adjectives and how to describe Hefty Hugh

and Lanky Len, e.g. Hefty Hugh has grey wellies and is short and Lanky Len has a red

hat and is tall. The children enjoyed making these wanted posters.

Math

Last week in Math we were learning to count forwards and working out what

number came next in a sequence. We then we able to find out what was one more

than any given number up to 10. To extend our learning we looked at questions

where the sequence had been completed and we had to spot the mistake and

write out the sequence correctly. This week we are doing the opposite! We have

been learning to count backwards and to find one less than any given number. Next

week are going to start looking at comparing amounts and numbers.



Woodland Learning

Woodland Learning was lots of fun this week! Our first activity was to each create 

our own 'journey sticks'. We searched the woodland area and collected different 

items on our journey and attached them to our sticks with string; feathers, leaves 

of different colours, twigs and some manmade objects, such as ribbon and a glue 

stick! When we returned to the outdoor classroom, we talked to a partner about 

what we had found. After this we had time to explore on our own. Some of us 

chose to navigate the stream, whilst others created many wonderful concoctions 

in the mud kitchen. All the adults were extremely impressed with positive 

interactions and teamwork that took place.

Stars of the Week and Bright Spark

Congratulations to Jack and Jacob for being the Year One Stars of the Week and

Tommy for being our Bright Spark! Well done! ☺

We hope you have a lovely and safe weekend, see you all next week!

Mrs Irvine, Mrs Spackman, Mrs Robinson, Mrs Gibbs and Mrs Brown

Science

In Science this week we have been learning how to compare animals 

from the different groups, such as mammals, birds, reptiles, 

amphibians and fish, by identifying which things are the same and 

which things are different. For example, we looked at a group of birds 

and the children soon realised that although they all had feathers, they 

were different colours and lengths, which is why a flamingo looks 

nothing like a penguin!

Phonics

We are continuing with our new phonics scheme, Little Wandle, in Year One. The 

majority of this term so far has been reviewing sounds and words the children 

learnt in Reception. We are now starting to learn Phase 5 Sounds. We are sending 

home a sheet to explain the sounds that the children will be learning in the next 

couple of terms. If you have any questions about these please let me know ☺



Spellings

Here are this week's spellings. We will also be sending home a

handwriting sheet with their spellings words – this is to

practice our cursive handwriting and to form our letters the

correct way. Please speak to me if you have any questions ☺

Team A

chip

chick

catch

fetch

hutch

kitchen

Team B

tip

lip

kip

pan

fan

can


